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Towards a sensitive search for variation of the fine-structure constant using radio-frequencyE1
transitions in atomic dysprosium
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It has been proposed that the radio-frequency electric-dipole (E1) transition between two nearly degenerate
opposite-parity states in atomic dysprosium should be highly sensitive to possible temporal variation of the
fine-structure constant (a) @V. A. Dzuba, V. V. Flambaum, and J. K. Webb, Phys. Rev. A59, 230 ~1999!#. We
analyze here an experimental realization of the proposed search in progress in our laboratory, which involves
monitoring theE1 transition frequency over a period of time using direct frequency counting techniques. We

estimate that a statistical sensitivity ofuȧ/au;10218/yr may be achieved and discuss possible systematic
effects that may limit such a measurement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Variation of the fundamental constants of nature wo
signify new physics beyond the standard model, as discu
in a recent review@1#. Various theories constructed to unif
gravity with the other forces allow or necessitate such
variation @2–5#. Of recent interest is the astrophysical ev
dence for a variation of the fine-structure constanta. From
an analysis of quasar absorption spectra@6# over the redshift
range 0.5,z,3.5, a 4s deviation of Da/a5(20.72
60.18)31025 from zero was reported. Although these da
hint at nonlinear dependence ofa with time, for simplicity
we assume a linear shift over;1010 yrs, which corresponds

to a temporal variation ofȧ/a5(7.261.8)310216/yr. The
current best terrestrial limit, over a much shorter time sc

of 2 billion years, isuȧ/au,10218/yr @7–9#, which comes
from an analysis of geophysical data obtained from a nat
fission reactor at Oklo ~Gabon! which operated 1.8
3109 yrs ago. Observational measurements like these, h
ever, are subject to numerous assumptions which ten
complicate the interpretation. For example, questions h
been recently raised regarding the reliability of the Ok
analysis@10#.

Laboratory searches have numerous advantages, but
thus far, placed weaker limits onȧ. For example, a compari
son between H-maser and Hg1 gave ȧ/a<3.7310214/yr
@11#, while a similar comparison between Rb and Cs mic
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wave clocks yieldeduȧ/au<1.6310215/yr @12#. A limit of
uȧ/au,1.2310215/yr was obtained from a comparison of
Hg1 optical clock to a Cs microwave clock@13# using a
frequency comb.

It has been suggested@14,15# that the electric-dipole (E1)
transition between two nearly degenerate opposite-pa
states in atomic dysprosium~Dy; Z566) should be highly
sensitive to variations ina. Indeed, a recent calculation@16#
supports this conclusion. An experimental search utiliz
these states is currently underway and is discussed here
provide an analysis of possible systematic effects and s
that this search could ultimately reach a sensitivity
uȧ/au;10218/yr.

II. VARIATION OF a IN DYSPROSIUM

Tests of variation ofa in atomic systems rely upon th
fact that relativistic corrections depend differently ona for
different energy levels. The total energy of a level can
written as

E5E01q~a2/a0
221!1O~a3!, ~1!

where E0 is the present-day energy,a0 is the present-day
value of the fine-structure constant, andq is a coefficient
which determines the sensitivity to variations ofa. This co-
efficient mainly depends upon the electronic configuration
the level. A recent calculation@16#, utilizing relativistic
Hartree-Fock and configuration interaction methods, fou
values ofq for two nearly degenerate opposite-parity sta
in atomic dysprosium that are both large and of oppos
sign. For the even-parity state~designated as A! qA /hc
56008 cm21, while for the odd-parity state~designated as
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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FIG. 1. Partial energy-level diagram of dysprosium showing the present scheme to populate levelB and detect the population of levelA.
Solid lines, absorption. Dashed lines, spontaneous emission.
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B! qB /hc5223708 cm21. The time variation of the transi
tion frequency between levelsA andB is ~for a'a0)

ṅ52
qB2qA

h
ȧ/a;2231015 Hz ȧ/a. ~2!

In other words,uȧ/au510215/yr, implies uṅu52 Hz/yr.
The statistical uncertainty of determining the central f

quency from a resonance line shape isdn;g/AN, whereN
is the number of counts andg is the transition width. In the
dysprosium system,g520 kHz is determined mainly by th
lifetime of stateA, tA57.9 ms (tB.200 ms) @17#. A reason-
able counting rate of 109 s21 corresponds to a statistical se
sitivity to n0 of ;0.6 t21/2 HzAs, wheret is the integration
time in seconds. After an integration time of 1 day,dn

;2 mHz, thus allowing for a statistical sensitivity ofuȧ/au
;10218/yr for two measurements separated by a year’s tim

It should be noted that the sensitivity to a variation ina is
not proportional todn/n. In fact, if n is sufficiently small,
the uncertainty in its determination is no longer limited
the relative uncertainty of the reference clock frequen
(nclock), but rather by other experimental uncertainties. F
example, a modest Cs clock provides an absolute accura
10212. In the Dy transitions considered here, typical freque
cies are;1 GHz or smaller. Thus the clock uncertainty w
only become an issue when other uncertainties can be
duced to the level of

n
dnclock

nclock
;1023 Hz, ~3!

and even then can be overcome in a straightforward way
using a better reference clock.
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The relatively modest requirement for the reference clo
also means that the Dy experiment is insensitive to a va
tion of the clock’s frequency due to a change in fundamen
constants. For example, ifa varies by 10215, the fractional
change in the Cs clock frequency will be 2310215, as the
hyperfine transition frequency employed in the clock is p
portional toa2. This variation is negligible in compariso
with the clock stability of 10212.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A. Overview

The experimental search for a variation of theE1 transi-
tion frequency between the two opposite-parity states w
proceed as follows. As shown in Fig. 1, atoms are popula
@18# to the longer-lived odd-parity stateB (tB.200 ms @17#!
via three transitions. The first two transitions require light
833 nm and 669 nm, respectively. The third transition
volves spontaneous decay with a branching ratio of 30%
the emission of 1397-nm light. Once in stateB, atoms are
transferred to stateA with a rf electric field, whose frequenc
is referenced to a commercial Cs frequency standard. A re
nance line shape is attained by scanning the rf frequency
monitoring 564-nm light from the second step of fluore
cence from stateA.

B. rf transitions

Because the energy separation between the nearly de
erate levels is on the order of hyperfine splittings and isot
shift energies~Fig. 2!, and because dysprosium has sev
stable isotopes, there are many choices of rf frequenc
Table I shows rf transitions with frequencies below 2 GH
calculated from measured hyperfine constants and iso
shifts @17#. The smallest transition frequency (3.1 MHz) o
5-2
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curs for theF510.5 components of163Dy „the same transi-
tion is used in a search for parity nonconservation~PNC!
@20#…. A low-frequency transition that offers a higher coun
ing rate is the 235 MHz transition in162Dy. This is due to a
large isotopic abundance and the fact that there is no hy
fine splitting to dilute the atomic population. As discuss
below, the choice of rf transition is also important in rega
to sensitivity to systematic effects.

C. Apparatus

We have studied statesA andB extensively as a system t
measure atomic PNC effects@20#. Although our current ap-
paratus is optimized for a PNC experiment, it is suitable

a measurement ofȧ with only minor modifications. We de
scribe this system here in order to make a realistic evalua
of a possible experiment.

An atomic beam is produced by an effusive oven ope
ing at 1500 K. The atoms pass through collimators and
proach the interaction region~Fig. 3! where the desired elec
tric and magnetic fields are produced. Inside the interac
region, the atoms encounter the laser beams used in
population scheme. The rf electric field is formed betwe
two wire grids which are used in order to minimize surfa
area and thus stray charge accumulation. Typical app
electric-field amplitudes are;5 V/cm. If necessary, a mag
netic field of up to;4 G can be applied parallel to the ele
tric field. It is produced by eight turns of gold-plated copp
wire surrounding the interaction region. The entire inter
tion region is placed inside a magnetic shield. As atoms
cay from stateA, 564-nm light from the second step of fluo
rescence~Fig. 1! is collected by a light pipe and detected b
a photomultiplier tube. The extent of the light pipe area
shown by the dashed box in Fig. 3.

An example of a resonance line shape attained with
apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. Here, a magnetic field
scanned in the presence of a dc electric field revea
Zeeman-level-crossing resonances for163Dy. For the mea-
surement ofȧ, the signal to noise will be much greater
individual Zeeman resonances will not be resolved.

FIG. 2. Hyperfine structure of ofA andB levels of 163Dy. Zero
energy is chosen for the lowest hyperfine component.
02210
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The interaction region can be improved by making
shorter, as most atoms decay within twice the lifetime
stateA (tA57.9 ms). Given a mean atomic velocity of 5
3104 cm/s, an appropriate length will be;8 mm. Further-
more, a shorter interaction region will allow for improve
light collection efficiency, better suppression of backgrou
oven light, and better control overE andB fields.

D. Line shape

The natural line shape is a Lorentzian with a widthg
'20 kHz) determined mainly by the lifetime of state A (tA
57.9 ms). To a first approximation, both transit time an

TABLE I. CalculatedE1 transition frequencies using the hype
fine constants and isotope shifts from Ref.@17#. uudFuu and uudJuu
51.5(1)31022 ea0'19 kHz/(V/cm) are reduced matrix element
The last three columns list the isotope mass numbers~and abun-
dances! and total angular momenta of the states involved in
transition.

n r f uudFuu/uudJuu Mass No. FA FB

~MHz! ~Abund.!

21328.6 1.00 160 10 10
~2%!

21856.4

21714.7

21249.7

2962.3

2791.5

2349.2

2172.7

68.9

514.0

1096.9

1576.0

0.15

1.04

0.99

0.15

0.94

0.89

0.19

0.86

0.20

0.19

0.15

§

161

~19%!

7.5

11.5

10.5

12.5

9.5

8.5

11.5

7.5

10.5

9.5

8.5

8.5

11.5

10.5

11.5

9.5

8.5

10.5

7.5

9.5

8.5

7.5

2234.7 1.00 162 10 10
~26%!

21967.8

21581.3

21134.9

2609.7

2363.2

3.1

504.6

713.1

1531.0

1543.9

0.15

0.86

0.89

0.94

0.15

0.99

0.19

1.04

1.10

0.20

§

163

~25%!

12.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

7.5

10.5

8.5

11.5

12.5

9.5

11.5

7.5

8.5

9.5

8.5

10.5

9.5

11.5

12.5

10.5

753.5 1.00 164 10 10
~28%!
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Doppler broadening change the line shape in a symmet
fashion. For an interaction length;10 cm and a mean
atomic velocity ofv553104 cm/s, the transit-time width is
;5 kHz. The Doppler shift~for an atom moving along the
propagation direction of a free electromagnetic wave of f
quencyn) goes as;n(v/c), which for a 1 GHz transition is
;2 kHz. Thus, both transit-time and Doppler broaden
contributions to the width are much smaller than the natu
linewidth. Moreover, note that symmetrical broadening
the resonance does not change the central frequency. In
dition, although an asymmetrical resonance can cause an
parent shift of the central frequency, this is not important
the search for variation ofa as long as the asymmetry doe
not change between measurements.

In the following section, we discuss mechanisms lead
to possible line shape asymmetry and estimate the co
sponding shifts.

FIG. 3. Side view of interaction region currently optimized f
PNC search.

FIG. 4. Zeeman-level-crossing resonances for163Dy. StateB is
populated as shown in Fig. 1 in the presence of an electric fiel
0.4 V/cm. The population of stateA, resulting from electric-field-
induced mixing of statesA and B, is monitored by observing
564-nm fluorescence~Fig. 1!. The solid line represents the be
curve fit using the appropriate initial level separation@17# and g
values@19#.
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IV. SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS

High statistical sensitivity implies that our technique w
likely be limited by how well we can control systemat
effects. Below we analyze possible systematics and give
timates of how well various parameters of the experim
need to be controlled in order to achieve a sensitivity
uȧ/au;10218/yr. A summary of systematic effects and the
estimated sizes is given in Table II.

A. dc Stark and quadrupole shifts

Variations of a stray dc electric field (Edc) can give rise to
time-varying frequency shifts for the transition frequency b
tween statesm andn,

dndc5 (
j Þm

dm j
2 Edc

2

Dm j
2 (

kÞn

dnk
2 Edc

2

Dnk
, ~4!

wheredm j andDm j5Em2Ej are the dipole matrix elemen
and energy separation, respectively, between statesm and j.
The sum in Eq.~4! is taken over all states, including hype
fine levels in the case of an odd isotope.

The reduced dipole matrix element for theB→A transi-
tion is uudJuu51.5(1)31022 ea0'19 kHz/(V/cm) @17#. For
large J, the maximumz projection of the dipole momen
'uudJuu/A2J54 kHz/(V/cm). Matrix elements connectin
all levels with the same configurations asA andB have simi-
lar values@21#. Thus, between levels within 2000 cm21 of
the A and B levels, dipole matrix elements are relative
small, which reduces the sensitivity to systematics relate
stray electric fields.

In an earlier PNC search, we reported stray dcE fields,
presumably due to stray charge accumulation on the e
trode surfaces, which varied on time scales from hours
months, and had a typical magnitude of 50 mV/cm@20#. Us-
ing this value for the field andd;4 kHz/(V/cm), we esti-
mate the shift for transition frequencies in the ran
3 –1000 MHz to be;1024–1022 Hz. The stray electric field
can also be measured at a few mV/cm level using the at
themselves@20# and canceled by the application of an exte
nal electric field.

of

TABLE II. Estimated sizes of systematic effects thus far cons
ered.

Systematic shifts Estimated size~Hz!

ac Starka ;(0.1230)
Doppler effect ,0.2
Room temp. black-body radiation &0.1
Oven black-body radiation &0.02
dc Starka ;(102421022)
collisional effects (1210)31024

Millman effect &531024

Quadrupole moment &1025

Zeeman shift in strayB field &1025

aTransition dependent.
5-4
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An important systematic in Hg1 optical clock experi-
ments@22# is the electric quadrupole shift due to a stray-fie
gradient (¹E). Based upon the size of the interaction regi
and the homogeneity of the electric field for the Dy bea
experiment (1023) @20#, a conservative estimate gives¹E
;10 mV/cm2. Assuming a typical a quadrupole momentQ
;1 ea0

2 leads to a quadrupole shift estimated to
&1025 Hz which is negligible.

B. ac Stark shift

Fluctuations of the rf electric-field amplitude~E! can also
lead to time-varying shifts. The second-order ac Stark s
for a two-level system is given by

dnac5
d2E2

2
ReH 1

D2n1 ig
1

1

D1n1 igJ , ~5!

wheren is the applied rf frequency,d is the dipole matrix
element, andD is the energy separation. Because the fi
term is an odd function of detuning, only the second
called Bloch-Siegert term contributes to an actual shift of
central frequency of the resonance line shape. Forn5D
@g and a transition near saturation for whichd2E2/g2;1,
the corresponding shift isdnac;g2/(4D). Hence for g
520 kHz and transition frequencies;3 –1000 MHz, the
shift varies from;0.1 to 30 Hz. For the 3.1 MHz transition
for which the shift is largest, in order to achieve a sensitiv
to frequency shifts of a few mHz, the amplitude stabil
must be better than 1024. However, this requirement be
comes much less stringent for higher-frequency transitio
For n;1 GHz, only a modest control at a level of a fe
percent is required.

We now consider frequency shifts due to all other lev
on the transition frequency between levelsm andn,

dnac8 5 (
j Þm,n

dm j
2 E2

4 S 1

Dm j2n
1

1

Dm j1n D
2 (

kÞm,n

dnk
2 E2

4 S 1

Dnk2n
1

1

Dnk1n D , ~6!

wheredm j is the dipole matrix element andDm j5Em2Ej is
the energy separation between levelsm and j. The transition
widths have been ignored because these levels are off r
nant. For even isotopes, this shift is;0.3 Hz and is mostly
determined by levels which are.2000 cm21 away with di-
pole matrix elements;1 ea0. A comparable shift occurs fo
odd isotopes, assuming a particular choice of hyperfine t
sitions for which Dm j2n;1 GHz and dm j
;4 kHz/(V/cm). Thus, taking into account the shifts due
other levels does not lead to more stringent requirement
the amplitude stability of the rf electric field beyond tho
obtained in the two-level approximation.

C. Stray magnetic fields

The residual magnetic field~B! can be controlled to
;1 mG in the magnetically shielded interaction region. Th
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corresponds to Zeeman shiftsgFm0B;1 Hz, wherem0 is
the Bohr magneton andgF is the Lande´ g factor ~Table III!.
If the Zeeman sublevels are equally populated but still un
solved, then this field does not shift the central frequency
a resonance line shape but rather only broadens the
shape with a corresponding width of;F(gFB2gFA)m0B
'1 Hz. However, an imbalance of sublevel populations c
lead to asymmetric broadening of the resonance line sh
causing an apparent shift in the central frequency. In
experimental geometry discussed~Fig. 3!, such an imbalance
may be caused by residual circular polarization coupled w
misalignments of the propagation direction of the linea
polarized light beams used in the first and second step of
population. Because residual circular polarization can
controlled to the level of;1025 using standard polarimetric
techniques, the shift of the resonance frequency can be m
!1025 Hz.

D. Millman effect in electric resonance

Misalignments of the atomic beam and the geometry
the electrodes can cause the direction of the rfE field to
rotate, as seen by a moving atom. This may lead to freque
shifts @23# analogous to the Millman effect encountered
magnetic resonance@24#. Let V be the frequency of this
apparentE-field rotation. Because an oscillating field can
decomposed into two counter-rotating components, one
these components is shifted by1V and the other by2V.

Using the measured homogeneity of our electric field,
estimateV&50 Hz. However, for a resonance line sha
with unresolved sublevels, the central frequency rema
largely unaffected. This is not true in the case of magne
resonance~where transitions occur between magnetica
split sublevels of the same level! and can be explained a
follows: In the basis in which the quantization axis is pe
pendicular to the electric field, there are onlys1 and s2

transitions. The Millman effect causes shifts in the freque
cies of these transitions as illustrated in Fig. 5 for aDJ50
transition on resonance~where we have assumed that th

TABLE III. g values for the hyperfine levels of statesA andB
(gJA51.21 andgJB51.367@19#!.

F gFA gFB

7.5 1.57 1.77
8.5 1.36 1.54
9.5 1.22 1.38
10.5 1.11 1.26
11.5 1.03 1.16
12.5 0.968 1.09

FIG. 5. Electric-field frequency shifts due to the Millman effec
5-5
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apparent electric-field rotation is in the same sense as thes1

component!. If the sublevels of the initial state are equal
populated andV!g, then these shifts only lead to a broa
ening of the line shape. However, if there is an imbalance
sublevel populations the broadening is asymmetric, wh
can cause an apparent shift in the central frequency by
amount;jV, wherej is the degree of atomic orientation
As mentioned earlier, residual circular polarization in the l
early polarized light, used in the first and second step of
population, may induce atomic orientation, but can be c
trolled to the level of;1025, which is sufficient for the
desired sensitivity toa. Furthermore, it should be noted th
it is not the magnitude of the frequency shift but rather
stability that is important.

E. Black-body radiation

Black-body radiation~BBR! can cause ac Stark shift
@25#. The rms value of the black-body radiation electric fie
is

^E2&5~8.3 V/cm!2@T~K!/300 K#4. ~7!

A shift in the transition frequency arises from the differen
in the ac Stark shifts experienced by levelsA andB. We can
give a rough estimate of this Stark shift (dnBB) for one of
these levels using Eq.~6!,

dnBB;
d2^E2&

4~D2nBB!
, ~8!

where D is a characteristic atomic energy scale,nBB is a
characteristic frequency of room-temperature BBR, andd
51 ea0 is a typical optical transition dipole moment. Due
cancellations of contributions from nearby energy lev
above and below theA andB levels, we assume that the n
shift comes mainly from levels with large energy sepa
tions: nBB!D;1014 Hz, gives an estimate ofdnBB
&0.1 Hz.

The interaction region is illuminated by much hotter BB
from the atomic oven (T;1500 K) which is;15 cm away.
However, the effect is smaller due to the decreased s
angle,

dnoven;dnBB@T~K!/300 K#4S DV

4p D ,

50.1 HzS 1500 K

300 K D 4S 1 cm2

4p 152 cm2D ,

50.02 Hz, ~9!

where we have assumed that an atom in the interaction
gion sees 1 cm2 of hot surface.

The BBR shifts are large compared to the desired leve
sensitivity and are difficult to eliminate. However, the
shifts can be kept constant to the desired level by stabiliz
the temperature of the interaction region~to ;2 °C) and the
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oven~to ;30 °C). For the oven, possible changes in surfa
emissivity will be a concern and requires further investig
tion.

F. Collisional shifts

Because the typical cross sections of the atomic collisi
are on the order of 10214 cm2, most atoms in the atomic
beam do not experience collisions with other atoms bef
they encounter the back wall of the interaction region. C
lisional shifts of ;1 –10 MHz/Torr ~corresponding to the
above-mentioned collisional cross-section values! are typi-
cally found for atomic transitions when the width is me
sured as a function of the atomic pressure. A possible ef
of the rare collisions in the beam can be estimated by
trapolating these numbers to the low-pressure values co
sponding to the beam environment. Assuming a 10 MH
Torr shift due to collisions with residual gas, in order to ke
time-dependent shifts below a few mHz, the residual g
pressure must be stable at a level;10210 Torr. This can be
achieved with standard ultrahigh-vacuum equipment. T
pressure stability and composition of the residual gas will
monitored with a residual gas analyzer.

Note that we may find that collisional shifts are, in fac
much smaller than the above estimate because theA-B tran-
sition is nominally betweenf andd inner-shell electrons@26#.
Another important effect that may reduce the effect of co
sions on the measurement of the variation ofa is that it is
likely that an atom experiencing a collision will be quench
to a different atomic state, and, thus, will not produce
564-nm fluorescent photon, and will therefore avoid det
tion.

A similar consideration applies to collisions between D
atoms themselves. In the absence of collisional quench
the worst-case estimate is that the present Dy den
(;1010 atoms/cm3) could give a shift of up to;2 Hz. This
effect will be investigated by measuring transition freque
cies as a function of the atomic beam intensity and,
needed, the Dy beam intensity can be monitored and st
lized during measurement. Measuring a transition freque
at several different Dy-beam intensities will allow extrapo
tion to the collision-free value of the frequency. Technical
it is possible to vary the density of atomic in the atom
beam without significantly affecting other conditions of th
experiment. For example, black-body radiation intensity
the interaction region can be maintained constant by se
rately controlling the front and back temperatures of the
oven. The BBR intensity is determined by the temperature
the front part of the oven near the nozzle, while the flux
atoms is determined by the lower temperature towards
back of the oven.

Another concern is a possible collisional wall-shift resu
ing from a fraction of the atoms reentering the interacti
region upon reflection from its back wall. This effect is su
pressed by a number of small factors: reflection probabil
solid angle for entering the interaction region, the probabi
for an atom to avoid quenching in the wall collision, etc.
necessary, cryo cooling of the interaction-region walls m
5-6
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be employed to reduce the probability for an atom to bou
from it.

G. Doppler shift

The effect of the first-order Doppler shift is estimated
be small. To see this, we model the electric field~Fig. 3! as a
standing wave constructed from two traveling wav
counter-propagating colinearly with the direction of t
atomic beam. Due to ohmic losses inside the conductors
amplitude of each wave gets attenuated. A difference in
intensity of these waves at the location of the atoms lead
asymmetric Doppler broadening of the line shape, and t
an apparent shift. We estimate this intensity difference
first considering theB-field induced by the time-varyingE
field. ThisB-field penetrates inside the metal to within a sk
depth, inducing currents from which the power loss can
readily calculated@27#. This simple model gives a fractiona
power difference}n5/2. Since the Doppler shift for a given
traveling-wave power is}n, the shift is}n7/2. For a transi-
tion frequency of 1 GHz, we estimate the asymmetry to
&1024 and the corresponding shift is;0.2 Hz. One can
imagine a factor of;10 suppression if rf power is fed to th
plates in a symmetric fashion. Thus, it is only required t
this shift be stable to;10% in order to achieve a sensitivit
of a few mHz.

In addition to the first-order Doppler shift, we also co
sider the second-order effect. Depending upon the rf tra
tion, the second-order Doppler shift is;1023–1026 Hz,
which is sufficiently small.

H. Techniques to control systematics

A powerful method to detect and eliminate possib
sources of systematic shifts common to both levels is to
multaneously measure the transition frequency between
perfine levels of a given parity state. The reason is that,
cause the levels involved have the same relativi

FIG. 6. Simultaneous measurement of anM1 transition fre-
quency for a nonzero nuclear spin isotope facilitates the contro
systematics.
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corrections, this frequency is insensitive to variations ofa.
One possible scheme is to excite anM1 transition, e.g., as
shown in Fig. 6, whose frequency can be monitored by lo
ing for disappearance in the fluorescence from levelA for a
fixed E1 transition frequency. Alternatively, we can utiliz
anotherE1 transition as shown in Fig. 7. In this scenario, t
effect a variation is twice as large in the sum of the tw
frequencies, while the difference is insensitive toa varia-
tions.

Furthermore, one can compareE1 transitions for the two
abundant isotopes with zero nuclear spin (162Dy and 164Dy).
The counting rate is significantly higher and the level stru
ture is much simpler without hyperfine interactions.

V. DISCUSSION

In summary, rfE1 transitions in Dy provide an attractiv
system in which to test the temporal variation ofa. The
frequencies of these transitions can be directly counted. F
limit of ȧ/a,10215/yr, the shift was calculated to b
'2 Hz/yr. At present, a statistical sensitivity of 0.6 Hz
one second of integration time is achievable. Knowledge
systematic effects is critical to this experiment. Prelimina
analysis shows that it may be possible to control them a
level corresponding touȧ/au;10218/yr, a level of sensitiv-
ity that would rival that of the most stringent observation
limit set by the Oklo natural reactor.
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